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We consider a nonequilibrium pattern 
formation in homeotropically aligned 
nematic layer between two glass plates. 
A nematic liquid crystal is sandwiched 
between two glass plates， and subjected 
to a rotating magnetic field parallel to the 
plates and also to a static electric field 
perpendicular to them. The application of 
a magnetic五eldon nematic liquid crystal 
leads to the formation of walls. There 
exist Bloch(B) and Ising(I) walls. 
According to their chirality， (B) walls are 
classified into (B+) wall and (B-) walls. 
Under the rotating field， (B+) and (B-) 
propagate in the opposite directions， but 
(1) wall remains fixed. Given the initial 
planar (B+) and (B-) walls connected via 
a defect (i.e.，(1) wall) ， the rotating field 
gives rise to spiral patterns. In this work 
we shall show the morphology of spiral 
patterns. 
The basic tool we apply is the complex 
Ginzburg-Landau equation for the 
transverse component of director and is 
written in the rotating-coordinate frame 
by 
YJA， =(μ-iYJω山五十KJ+K2附
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whereA(九九t)= X(x，y， t)+iY(x，y， t)
and Ki stand for Frank' s elasticity 
coefficient.γ1 and ωare the damping 
constant and frequency of the rotating 
field， respectively. Eq.(I) oversimplifies 
the nonlinearity and the improved 
version is given in terms of a 
stereographic variable o as 
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We numerically iterate Eq.(2) and 
systematically investigate the 
morphology of sp廿al patterns by 
changing the initial defects configuration. 
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The result of numerical simulations is 
shown in Figs. 1-3. 
Fig.1 The real part of o evolving in time . 





Fig.2 lnitial ellipse wall includes four defects. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Fig.3 lnitial double ellipses include eight 
defects. 
(a) 
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(c) (d) 
We find that ， by controlling the initial 
defect con五guration ， a variety of regular 
array of spiral patterns emerges. Taking 
into account correctly the nonlinearity of 
the director， we have obtained the 
equation for stereographic variables， 
which， in the weakly nonlinear limit ， 
recovers Frisch's complex Ginzburg 
-Landau equation. Starting 仕om
arbitrary defect configurations， we have 
obtained amazingly rich textures of 
spirals， w hich may explain the existing 
experiments. The analysis of another 
instability (e.g.， Mullins and Sekerka) of 
the moving planar wall is under way. 
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